VACANCY

VOLUNTEER EHV INNOVATION CAFE
UNIEK CONCEPT
–Have you heard of Kazerne, in the heart
of design city Eindhoven, already gaining
rave reviews in the New York Times and
winner of the Entree Hospitality Awards in
the category ‘most trendsetting concept.’
In our monumental military pollice
barracks and adjoining industriale
warehouse, guests enjoy a 2.500 square
meter design exhibition with a bar, a bar/
bistro with 100 couverts, a multifunctional
meetingroom (also usable as theatre and
symposium space) and a design shop.
When the heritage site has been completely
renovated at the end of 2018, another 8
exclusive hotel rooms are added, as well
as a 30 couverts fine-dining restaurant, an
exclusive members club and a couple of
smaller multifunctional spaces.
Our team is enthusiastic, creative,
international and ambitious. The
atmosphere is cosmopolitan with a raw
artistic edge, matching our international
ambitions.

At Kazerne in Eindhoven.

Community builder? Driven storyteller? Is innovation in Design, Technology
and/or Knowledge your drive? And Eindhoven your city? Then we are looking for
you! Especially if you are an energetic, social and curious personality, that speaks
English (and Dutch) well.
From 7 June, Kazerne organises the EHV Innovation Café on a weekly base. An
informal mix and match gathering – with short note on content – for the Eindhoven
Triple Helix TDK-community: designers, technicians, knowledge workers, entrepreneurs, companies, education and government. Or the ecosystem that makes Brainport. From student to CEO, from startup to governor. In the heart of the city, every
Thursday from 17:00 to 19:00.
Together with partners like ASML, High Tech XL, Dutch Design Foundation, Design Academy, Tu/e, VPRO Media Lab, E52, Eindhoven Startup Foundation, Female
Ventures, Sparkplug Ventures and government of Eindhoven we create an available
network of people that matter and want to share: a community with impact. The goal
is to inspire one another, to accelerate innovation, to generate new collaborations and
businesses. To bring talent, ideas and money together. And therefore contributing to
a better world of tomorrow.
Something for you?
Do you want to make this new initiative possible by actively matching visitors? Are
you available every Thursday from about 16:00 – 20:00? Sen dan e-mail with motivation to office@kazerne.com before 20 May. We are curious to meet you!
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